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In this fast-changing environment, it is essential to have robust risk management processes in place.  The 
ISO/TC 262 'Risk Management' develops international standards in risk management to support organisations 
in all their activities, including making decisions to manage and minimise the effects of accidents, disasters and 
faults in technical systems as well as response and recovery from major disruptive risks.  
 
The following international standards published by ISO/TC 262 have been adopted as Singapore Standards: 

- SS ISO 31000:2018 Risk management – Guidelines 
- SS IEC 31010:2021 Risk Management - Risk assessment techniques 

 
About the Standards 
 
SS ISO 31000:2018 provides guidelines on managing risks faced by organisations.  It provides a common 
approach to managing any type of risk and is not industry or sector specific.  It can be applied to any activity, 
including decision-making at all levels. 
 
SS IEC 31010:2021 provides guidance on selecting and applying techniques for assessing risk in a wide range 
of situations.  The techniques can be used to assist in making decisions where there is uncertainty.  It 
complements SS ISO 31000:2018, and when used together, can help to manage and mitigate risks in an 
organisation. 
 
Join the seminar to hear from experts as they share the technical aspects of SS ISO 31000 and SS IEC 31010 
and learn more about how the standards can benefit you and your organisation.   
 
TARGET PARTICIPANTS 
 
C-suite executives, middle management, managers, project leads, risk management professionals, consultants, 
and business continuity professionals are encouraged to join.  
 
SEMINAR HIGHLIGHTS 

 
✓ Learn about SS ISO 31000 to understand the guidelines for managing risk 
✓ Learn about SS IEC 31010 to understand the different risk assessment techniques  
✓ Understand the benefits of adopting these standards 
 
SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS 
 
 

                   



 

PROGRAMME 
 

Time Programme 

1.30 pm Registration 

2.00 pm 

Opening address & Overview of SS ISO 31000 and SS IEC 31010 
Mr Daniel Tan Kuan Wei 
Deputy Chairman, Technical Committee on Enabling Processes 
Convenor of the Working Group on Risk Management (NMWG on ISO/TC 262) 

2.15 pm 

SS ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management-Guidelines: Strengthening Organisational Risk 
Management Competency in Times of Uncertainty 
Mr Roland Teo 
Head of Singapore/Southeast Asia Regional Advisory Group, RIMS, the risk management society®  
Member of the Working Group on Risk Management (NMWG on ISO/TC 262) 

2.40 pm 

SS IEC 31010:2021 Risk Management – Risk Assessment Techniques – A Quality of 
Knowledge Enabler for Management Systems Standards (MSS) 
Dr Roy Rimington 
Council member of RIMAS, Risk and Insurance Management Association of Singapore 
Member of Working Group on Risk Management (NMWG on ISO/TC 262) 
Vice Chairman, Singapore Quality Institute and Group CEO, Asia Management Services 

3.05 pm 
HAZOP – Insights for practitioners' 
Er.  Premkumar 
Process Safety Specialist, ALARP Process Safety Solutions 

3.30 pm Break 

4.00 pm 

Evaluating Climate risks and resilience – thresholds and heat maps in relation to ISO 31010 
and ISO 31000 
Ms Au Yong Hoi Wen               
Changi Airport Group, Environment & Sustainability   

4.25 pm 
Panel Discussion 
Moderated by Mr Daniel Tan Kuan Wei, Convenor of NMWG on ISO/TC 262 Risk Management 
Panellist: WG members and all speakers 

5.00 pm End of event / Interactive session between speakers 

 

 
SEMINAR DETAILS AND HOW TO REGISTER 
 

Date: 22 November 2022, Tuesday 

Time: 2 pm to 5 pm  

Venue: Temasek Polytechnic Auditorium 3, 21 Tampines Ave 1, Singapore 529757 

Fee: SS ISO 31000:2018 (S$ 23.00) / SS IEC 31010:2021 (S$ 95.24) [Price exclude GST] 

 
Interested participants will need to purchase either a copy of SS ISO 31000:2018 or SS IEC 31010:2021 
through the Toppan Leefung Pte Ltd website link. 
 
Upon the successful purchase of either of the standards, you will receive a confirmation email from SMF-SDO, 
with details on how to access the event.   
 
For standards and event-related enquiries, please contact the Singapore Manufacturing Federation – 
Standards Development Organisation (SMF-SDO) 
 
Ms Toh Si Min | Email: simin.toh@smf-sdo.org.sg or 9384 5727 
 

Registration Closing Date: 16 November 2022. 



 

About Singapore Manufacturing Federation  
 
Established since 1932, the SMF represents the interest of the manufacturing community in Singapore, driving 
its competitiveness and sustainable growth through serving industry-specific needs.  Supported by 10 industry 
groups and its Associated Services, the SMF enhances the competitiveness of the industry by encouraging 
capacity development and capability building, innovation and productivity.  The SMF provides opportunities for 
companies to collaborate, network, and to grow and expand both locally and internationally.  Current 
membership stands at about 5,000 members comprising SMEs, MNCs and Affiliate members.  For more 
information, please visit www.smfederation.org.sg.  
 
 
About Singapore Manufacturing Federation – Standards Development Organisation 
 
SMF-SDO is supported by Enterprise Singapore and endorsed by the Singapore Standards Council to manage 
the development of standards and facilitate the promotion of these standards for four Standards Committees 
under the Singapore Standards Council.  
These Standards Committees are as follows:  
 
Biomedical & Health Standards Committee (BHSC)  
Food Standards Committee (FSC)  
Manufacturing Standards Committee (MSC)  
Quality & Safety Standards Committee (QSSC) 
 
 
About Temasek Polytechnic 
 
Established in 1990, TP is one of the leading institutions of higher learning in Singapore. Currently it offers 36 
full-time diploma courses in the areas of applied science, business, design, engineering, humanities & social 
sciences and informatics & IT. It also offers over 40 part-time courses, up to the advanced diploma level. TP 
students undergo a holistic learning system that combines hands-on experience, character education and 
relevant life skills, in an enriching learning environment. 
  
The Polytechnic has also infused global realities into its programmes and developed a mindset on campus that 
embraces socio-cultural diversity. These ensure that TP graduates are ready for work or further studies, and to 
contribute meaningfully to the community. For more information, please visit www.tp.edu.sg. 
  

Connect with us on   Facebook    Instagram    Twitter    YouTube    LinkedIn    TikTok 
 
 
About RIMAS, Risk and Insurance Management Association of Singapore 
 
RIMAS, the Risk and Insurance Management Association of Singapore is a non-profit organisation founded in 
1988 and dedicated to advancing the discipline and practice of risk management.  We have a vision of Everyone 
is a Risk Manager and a mission to lead and promote risk management in industry, commerce, government, 
and the community at the global level through education and networking. 
 
 
About RIMS, the risk management society® 
 
RIMS, the risk management society®, is a global not-for-profit committed to advancing the practice of risk 
management throughout the world.We bring networking, professional development, certification, and education 
opportunities to our membership of 10,000 risk management professionals in over 60 countries.  Founded in 
1950, the Society represents more than 3,500 industrial, service, nonprofit, charitable, and government entities 
throughout the world.  To access RIMS Risk Knowledge resource library and for additional information about 
the Society, visit www.RIMS.org. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

www.enterprisesg.gov.sg/standards 
 

 
 

The Singapore Standards Council facilitates the development, promotion and review of standards for 
enterprise growth under the national standardisation programme overseen by Enterprise Singapore. 
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